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Abstract—Finding the trade-off between exploitation
and exploration in a Surrogate-Assisted Evolutionary
Algorithm is challenging as the focus on the landscape
being optimized moves during the search. The balancing is mainly guided by Evolution Controls, that
decide to simulate, predict or discard newly generated
candidate solutions. Combining Evolution Controls in
ensembles allows to regulate the degree of exploitation
and exploration during the search. In this study, we
propose ensemble strategies between multiple Evolution
Controls in order to adapt the trade-off for each region
scrutinized during the search. Experiments led on
benchmark problems and on a real-world application of
SARS-CoV-2 Transmission Control reveal that favoring
exploration at the beginning of the search and favoring
exploitation at the end of the search is beneficial in
many cases.
Index Terms—Surrogate-assisted Optimization, Evolution Control, Evolutionary Algorithm, Bayesian Optimization, Simulation, Massively Parallel Computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Optimizing a function that depends on computationally expensive simulations is a tedious task.
The primary difficulty is to gather information about
the landscape to optimize. Evolutionary Algorithms
(EAs) have shown to be effective when no hypothesis
can be drawn about the function to be optimized [1].
EAs are nature-inspired meta-heuristics that maintain and evolve a population of candidate solutions
according to the laws of living species evolution.
Nevertheless, EAs require an elevated number of
function evaluations, which is not convenient when a
limited computational budget is imposed. To circumvent this limitation, surrogate models can be adopted.
Surrogate models are built on historical data and aim
to predict the expensive simulator outcome in timely
fashion [2]. The surrogate model is used to replace
the original function during the search.

In Surrogate-Assisted Evolutionary Algorithms
(SAEAs), the balancing between Exploitation and
Exploration (E&E) is realized at two levels. First,
the calibration of Selection, Reproduction and Replacement operators of the EA [3], [4], [5] influences the trade-off. The second impact is due to a
mechanism called Evolution Control (EC) [6] [7].
The EC chooses among the set of new solutions,
which candidates to simulate, predict or discard. The
most promising candidates are simulated, the less
promising candidates are discarded while moderately
promising candidates are only predicted.
On the one hand, the promise of a new candidate
solution can be defined by the degree of uncertainty
around the candidate predicted cost, as more uncertain candidates are more promising. In this case,
exploration is enhanced as the unknown areas of
the search space are visited. On the other hand,
the promise can also be defined by the candidate
predicted cost itself. Assuming a minimization problem, candidates that have a lower predicted cost are
more promising. Exploitation is thus enhanced as the
most favorable known area of the search space is
scrutinized. The problem of balancing E&E can be
seen as a bi-objective problem that can be treated
using scalarization and Pareto-based methods.
The surrogate model is updated after each batch of
simulations, hence exploration favors global prediction accuracy and exploitation favors local prediction
accuracy.
The challenge addressed in this paper consists in
balancing exploitation and exploration in a SAEA
by designing ensembles of ECs that determine the
convenient trade-off at each step of the search.
To take up this challenge, we propose three ensemble strategies between multiple existing ECs. In order
to quantify the uncertainty of a candidate solution,

Fig. 1. Framework of Surrogate-Assisted Evolutionary Algorithm.

two measures are considered. The first measure is
the distance from the candidate to the set of already
known solutions lying in the search space. The second
measure is the variance around the predicted cost
provided by the surrogate. Since not all surrogates are
able to provide such a quantity, Bayesian surrogate
models are considered.
The next section gives a description of the framework of the SAEA used as well as the ECs and the
surrogate models appearing recurrently in the literature. In Section III, the proposed ensemble strategies
are presented. Section IV presents the experimental
protocol and the associated results on benchmark
problems producing different nuances of roughness
in the search landscape. A problem of SARS-CoV2 transmission control is explained and treated in
Section V. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for
future works are drawn in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Framework
The SAEA framework we propose in this study is
presented in Figure 1.
New candidate solutions are generated by the Acquisition Process (2), made of a tournament selection
of size 2, a SBX crossover and a polynomial mutation
(reproduction operators) [1]. The crossover operator
combines two parent solutions from the population
(1) with the aim of creating a better offspring solution. The mutation operator is applied to the offspring
in order to hinder its similarity with its parents.
Crossover impacts exploitation while mutation impacts exploration. Subsequently, the set of newly
generated solutions (3) is split into three batches (5)
according to the EC-defined promising degree of each
candidate. As stated in Section I, the EC (4) balances

E&E by defining the promise. Finally, simulated and
predicted candidates (6) apply for replacement (7)
into the new population. It is ensured that both the
best simulated and the best predicted candidates are
inserted into the new population. The cycle of Selection (2), Reproduction (2), Evaluation (simulation
and prediction) (6), and Replacement (7) is repeated
until the computational budget is consumed.
The particularity of this framework is the possibility for the population to be composed of predicted
solutions. In this configuration, a particular attention
has to be paid to the surrogate prediction accuracy so
that the search is not misled by poor predictions [8].
According to the classification proposed in [7], this
framework is categorized as hybrid Direct/Indirect
Fitness Replacement. Indeed, it can be classified as
Direct Fitness Replacement because the surrogate
plays the same role as the simulator. It could also
be qualified as Indirect Fitness Replacement as the
surrogate also helps the EC to discard least promising
candidates.
B. Surrogate models
Three Bayesian surrogate models are integrated
into the framework presented in the previous subsection in order to demonstrate the robustness of the
ensemble-based ECs.
Kriging model: The Kriging surrogate model [9]
[10] is a Gaussian Process widespread in surrogateassisted optimization [11] [12] [13]. It is generally
used in Efficient Global Optimization [14] [15] for
its ability to estimate the variance around predictions.
Training the Kriging model consists in inverting a
covariance matrix that represents the spatial correlation between all the already-simulated solutions. The
inversion is cubic to the number of training samples
and consequently makes the training expensive. Besides, incremental training is impossible.
MCDropout Bayesian Neural Network (MCDBNN): A Bayesian Neural Network is an Neural
Network for which a probability distribution is learnt
for each weight of the network. Learning distributions
allows to produce a variance around the prediction but
training is a very time-consuming task [16]. To make
the training easier, it has been proposed to sample
multiple sub-networks from a network trained with
Dropout [17], so as to compute the mean prediction
and the variance around it. This technique is called
MCDropout [18] [19].
Updating a MCD-BNN is faster than updating a
Kriging model thanks to the incremental training
capability. Moreover, the training is linear in the
number of training samples. MCD-BNN has been
used as surrogate model in SAEA in [8] [11].

Bayesian Linear Regressor Neural Network (BLRNN): In [20], it is proposed to add a Bayesian Linear
Regressor to the output layer of a Neural Network in
order to decrease the computational cost of training
a Gaussian Process and preserve the variance around
the prediction. After the traditional training, each
output neuron serves as a basis function to train the
Bayesian Linear Regressor.
Training a BLR-NN is linear in the number of
training samples and cubic to the number of basis
functions. Incremental learning is possible for the
underlying Neural Network but not for the Bayesian
Linear Regressor that requires the inversion of a
matrix made of the evaluations of the basis functions
at the training points.
C. Evolution Controls
In this subsection, we present ECs already employed in SAEAs. These ECs are to be combined
according to the ensemble strategies presented in
the next section in order to meet the challenge of
balancing E&E in SAEA.
Elementary ECs:
•
•
•

•

rand randomly splits the set of newly generated
candidates.
bp considers as promising the best predicted
candidates.
dist considers as promising the candidates with
highest distance from the set of already simulated solutions.
var considers as promising the candidates with
highest variance around the surrogate prediction.

The aforementioned elementary ECs have been compared in a MCD-BNN-assisted EA in [8]. As mentioned in Section I, bp-EC favors exploitation while
dist-EC and var-EC favor exploration. To obtain a
basic trade-off between E&E, the surrogate prediction
and variance are often combined into scalarized or
Pareto-based ECs.
Scalarized ECs:
•

•

ei considers as promising the candidates with
high Expected Improvement [14]:


ymin − ŷ(x)
EI(x) = (ymin − ŷ(x))Φ
ŝ(x)


ymin − ŷ(x)
+ ŝ(x)φ
ŝ(x)
pi considers as promising the candidates with
high Probability of Improvement [21]:


ymin − ŷ(x)
P I(x) = Φ
ŝ(x)

•

lcb considers as promising the candidates with
Low Confidence Bound:
LCB(x) = ŷ(x) − λŝ(x)

It is worth noting that EI and P I have been conceived for surrogates providing Gaussian predictions.
While it is the case for the Kriging model, it is not
the case for MCD-BNN and BLR-NN.
Pareto-based ECs:
• bo-max considers as promising the candidates
with low non-dominated rank regarding the minimization of the predicted cost and the maximization of uncertainty [8].
• bo-min considers as promising the candidates
with low non-dominated rank regarding the minimization of the predicted cost and the minimization of uncertainty.
In Pareto-based ECs, uncertainty could either be the
distance to the set of already simulated solutions or
the variance around the surrogate prediction.
Scalarized and Pareto-based ECs have been compared mainly in the Efficient Global Optimization
framework [22] [23]. They also have proven to perform well on numerous real-world applications such
as infectious disease transmission control [8] [11] and
optimization of fused magnesium furnaces [24].
D. Related works
Few studies have been dedicated to balance E&E
by designing ensembles of ECs. In [25], multiple
rules are used to select multiple new candidate solutions to be simulated. Although multiple ECs are
considered, the trade-off between exploitation and
exploration is constant during the search. In [26], a
scalarized EC adapts the balancing during the search
according to the budget consumption. Contrary to our
point of view, the strategy proposed in [26] does
not consider the event of poor prediction accuracy.
Indeed, the search begins by relying only on the
surrogate predicted cost.
III. P ROPOSED APPROACHES
A. Dynamic ECs
Let
• E1 , . . . , En be n ECs from the categories defined
in the previous section (n ∈ N∗ \ {1}).
• 0 < p1 < · · · < pn−1 < 1 be user-defined
parameters.
The dynamic ensemble strategy, denoted dyn, consists in switching from Ei to Ei+1 at the end of the
first cycle for which 100pi % of the budget has been
consumed. ECs numbering is relevant as it defines
the order in which the ECs will handle the search.

B. Adaptive ECs
The adaptive ensemble strategy, denoted ada, is a
reward-based mechanism proposed to automatically
switch from one EC to another during the search.
It advantageously removes the need for the user to
define the parameters p1 , . . . , pn−1 .
Let
• x be a candidate solution.
• y(x) be the simulated cost.
• ŷ(x) be the predicted cost.
2
• e(x) = (y(x) − ŷ(x)) be the surrogate prediction error. P
nsim
1
(i)(j)
) be the average error
• ti = n
j=1 e(x
sim
committed during cycle i.
∗
• nsim ∈ N be the number of simulated solutions
per cycle.
• r(e) be a reward function.
∗
• E be the current active EC.
When E ∗ decides to simulate x and e(x) < ti
holds then ECs that would have simulated x are
rewarded by r(e(x)) and ECs that would have predicted or discarded x are penalized by the same
amount. Reversely, when E ∗ decides to simulate x
and e(x) > ti holds then ECs that would have
simulated x are penalized by r(e(x)) and ECs that
would have predicted or discarded x are rewarded by
the same amount. At the end of the cycle, the mostrewarded EC becomes active. Three reward functions
are considered in the experiments reported in the next
section:
(
sign(ti − e) if e 6= 0
rsig (e) =
1 otherwise
rlin (e) = ti − e
rtanh (e) = tanh(ti − e)
C. Committee of ECs
Inspired by active learning [27], the committee
ensemble strategy, denoted com, assumes that each
of the available ECs E1 , . . . , En votes for each new
candidate. Promising candidates are the ones collecting the greater number of votes.
IV. E XPERIMENTATION ON BENCHMARK
PROBLEMS

A. Protocol and algorithms configuration
We propose to compare 31 ensemble-based and
non-ensemble-based ECs on three benchmark functions [8] defined on [0, 1]6 :
• 6-D multi-modal Schwefel
• 6-D noisy Rastrigin
• 6-D valley-shaped Rosenbrock

TABLE I
Experimental parameters for benchmark problems
Budget
Population size
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Number of children per cycle
Number of simulation per cycle
Number of prediction per cycle
Number of discarding per cycle

512+32 real evaluations
32
0.9
0.001
64
nsim = 8
24
32

The experimental parameters are listed in Table I.
The parameters of the EA have been determined by
a grid search considering 36 configurations. For each
configuration, the EA is run 10 independent times.
The parameters related to the number of evaluations
per cycle have been fixed arbitrarily.
Architecture and hyper-parameters of MCD-BNN
have been determined thanks to a specific EA similar
to the EA presented in [28]. In addition to the modifiers presented in [28] we added operators to modify
the dropout probability, the weight decay coefficient
and the weights initializer. A polynomial mutation
operator is also considered to modify the learning
rate. The specific EA is run for 30 minutes on 1
node made of 16 AMD EPYC 7301 CPU cores where
each core generates and trains a new MCD-BNN.
The population size is set to 32 and the generated
MCD-BNNs are trained during 100 epochs on a
training set made of 288 evaluations and validated
on a validation set made of 2048 evaluations. The
best retained MCD-BNNs are presented in Figure 2.
No specific efforts are engaged into Kriging and
BLR-NN calibration. The default parameters of the
pyKriging library [29] and the pybnn library [20] are
considered for Kriging and BLR-NN respectively.
B. Results on benchmark functions
The 31 ECs considered in the experiments are
listed in Table II. For dynamic ECs, p1 = 0.5 when
2 ECs are involved except for dyn-sy-75 and dyndy-75 where p1 = 0.75. When 3 ECs are involved
p1 = 0.25 and p2 = 0.75.
The results obtained thanks to the MCD-BNN,
BLR-NN and Kriging surrogate models are reported
in Table III. According to these tables, it can be
concluded that dynamic ensemble-based ECs perform
better in the top 10 ECs lists. In particular, dyn-dy75 is the best EC in 5 of the 9 cases treated and
dyn-dby is the best EC when optimizing the Schwefel
function with an MCD-BNN surrogate model. Paretobased ECs also perform consistently as they appear
in all the top 10. Besides, bio-yd-max is the best
EC in 2 cases. Adaptive and committee ECs are
less successful than dynamic or Pareto-based ECs

explained by either the calibration of the surrogate
or the composition of the training set. Indeed for
MCD-BNN, the parameter controlling the number of
sub-networks used to compute the prediction variance
has not been considered during calibration. For BLRNN, no calibration is considered on the neural network architecture. For Kriging, the training set size
is restricted and does not include all the available
simulations.
V. A PPLICATION TO SARS-C OV-2
TRANSMISSION CONTROL

A. Problem description
learning rate=0.1

learning rate=0.099

Fig. 2. MCD-BNN architecture and hyper-parameters for Schwefel
and Rastrigin (left) and Rosenbrock (right) benchmark problems.
Each box represents a layer. First line gives the layer identifier, the
activation function and the number of neurons. Second line gives
the dropout probability and the weight decay coefficient. Third
line gives the weights initializer.
TABLE II
31 Evolution Controls considered in the benchmark experiments.
For Pareto-based and ensemble-based ECs, y refers to bp, s refers
to var, d refers to dist and b refers to bio-max. For Dynamic and
Adaptive ECs, the first letter indicates the starting EC.
Elementary ECs
rand, bp, dist, var
Scalarized ECs
pi, lcb, ei
Pareto-based ECs
bio-ys-max, bio-ys-min, bio-yd-max, bio-yd-min
Dynamic ECs
dyn-sy, dyn-ys, dyn-sy-75, dyn-sby, dyn-ybs,
dyn-dy, dyn-yd, dyn-dy-75, dyn-dby, dyn-ybd
Adaptive ECs
ada-ys-tanh, ada-ys-lin, ada-ys-sig, ada-syb-lin,
ada-yd-tanh, ada-yd-lin, ada-yd-sig, ada-dyb-lin
Committee ECs
com-ysb, com-ydb

but outperform the scalarized ECs in the majority of
cases.
Good results provided by dyn-dy-75 and dyn-dby
in Schwefel and Rastrigin indicate that exploration
should be favored at the beginning of the search
and exploitation should be favored at the end of the
search, at least for rough landscapes. Nevertheless,
when the surrogate provides very good prediction, the
bp EC should be used as indicated by the results displayed in the last row of Table III on the Rosenbrock
function.
In almost all cases, the distance measure seems
to provide better uncertainty information about the
surrogate prediction than the variance. This can be

Awaiting for a vaccine against SARS-CoV-2, governments are resorting to social mixing reduction
measures in order to limit the impact of COVID19. The SARS-CoV-2 transmission control exercise
proposed in this study consists in minimizing the
number of deaths by determining the vector of 16
mitigation factors to apply to the 16 age-categories
of the Spanish population. The mitigation vector
is constrained by herd immunity realization after a
social mixing mitigation period of 12 months.
The optimization problem can be re-formalized
as a single real objective minimization problem by
applying a penalty of 8, 000, 000, 000 to the number of deaths when herd immunity is not reached.
Consequently, the problem treated consists in finding
x ∈ [0, 1]16 such that
x = argminf˜(x)
where
(
f˜(x) =

f1 (x) if f2 (x) = 1
f1 (x) + 8, 000, 000, 000 if f2 (x) = 0

f1 and f2 are the number of deaths and the boolean
variable indicating whether herd immunity has been
reached respectively. Both quantities are provided
by a simulator modelling epidemic transmission and
built using data from the World Health Organization.
The simulator implements a deterministic compartmental model and solves the differential equations
governing the pathogenic agent transmission [30].
The code used to implement this model is publicly
available on Github [31]. The simulator has been
used in numerous studies related to Tuberculosis
transmission control [11] [8] [32] [33]. The social
mixing data are integrated into the model through the
age-specific contact matrices previously published in
[34].

TABLE III
Top 10 ECs according to the mean best cost (50 independent replications) considering
MCD-BNN (top), BLR-NN (middle) and Kriging (bottom) surrogate models.
The best EC is displayed at the top of the column for each surrogate and each benchmark function.
Pareto-based ECs appear in green, Dynamic ECs in orange, Adaptive ECs in blue and Committee ECs in purple.

MCD-BNN

BLR-NN

Kriging

Schwefel-6D
EC
mean[stdev]
dyn-dby
94.6[92.7]
bio-yd-max
116.0[116.4]
dyn-dy-75
117.3[98.7]
dyn-dy
128.3[84.5]
dist
134.9[113.5]
ada-dyb 186.4[138.4]
com-ydb 189.4[176.2]
ada-yd-lin 203.5[177.5]
ada-yd-tanh
234.4[172.2]
ada-yd-sig 240.1[156.4]
dyn-dy-75 168.2[137.9]
dyn-dy 168.6[126.3]
dyn-dby 177.1[141.8]
dist
203.8[148.8]
dyn-sby 336.4[219.9]
var
344.1[168.3]
dyn-sy 360.7[221.0]
dyn-sy-75 362.5[187.8]
bio-yd-max
366.9[206.7]
ada-yd-lin 413.9[201.6]
dyn-dy-75 137.0[148.9]
dyn-dy 150.4[144.8]
dist
166.7[160.9]
dyn-dby
180.2[150.2]
var
180.7[138.5]
dyn-sy 201.5[185.8]
dyn-sy-75
215.3[160.8]
dyn-sby
219.8[178.2]
com-ydb
385.6[245.2]
bio-yd-max
387.4[267.4]

Rastrigin-6D
EC
mean[stdev]
dist
7.7[2.6]
dyn-dy-75
8.3[2.5]
var
9.6[5.1]
rand
10.2[6.3]
com-ydb
10.5[4.3]
dyn-sy-75
10.8[7.3]
dyn-sy
11.3[5.5]
bio-yd-max
11.4[3.4]
dyn-dby
11.6[4.3]
dyn-dy
12.3[5.2]
dyn-dy-75
7.16[4.2]
dyn-sy-75
7.70[4.3]
dyn-dby
7.72[3.8]
dyn-dy
7.83[4.7]
dyn-sy
8.84[4.1]
dyn-sby
9.47[5.2]
var
10.23[4.5]
dist
10.28[4.5]
bio-ys-max
11.01[5.7]
com-ysb
11.53[5.7]
dyn-dy-75
5.31[2.8]
dyn-dy
5.67[3.5]
dyn-sy-75
6.86[3.4]
dist
7.92[3.1]
dyn-dby
8.07[4.5]
var
8.13[3.7]
dyn-sy
8.82[4.6]
dyn-sby
8.85[4.3]
bio-yd-max
10.58[5.2]
com-ydb
12.05[5.8]

B. Protocol and algorithms configuration
The experimental parameters are listed in Table IV.
The use of parallelism allows to increase the number
of simulations in a limited period of time. The EA
is calibrated with parameters similar to those used in
[11] and [8]. The parameters related to the number
of evaluations per cycle have been determined by
multiple trials. For the moment, only MCD-BNN is
considered as surrogate model for this experiment.
Kriging and BLR-NN will be considered in future
experiments.
C. Results
For this experiment, 9 ECs are considered as well
as the EA without surrogate, denoted no surrogate in
the following. For each EC, the EA is run 25 times
and the mean over the best numbers of deaths found
at the end of the searches is computed and reported
in Table V.
By the results reported in Table V, only the
dynamic EC dyn-dby successfully outperforms the
results provided by the EA without surrogate. In
this particular problem, favoring exploration at the

Rosenbrock-6D
EC
mean[stdev]
bio-yd-max
549.1[590.7]
dyn-dby
640.8[999.2]
ada-dyb
686.8[844.8]
dist
759.3[1406.5]
com-ydb
793.2[1131.1]
ada-yd-tanh
855.5[1025.0]
ada-yd-sig
883.1[1498.2]
dyn-yd
1000.3[1642.5]
dyn-ybd
1036.5[1623.8]
dyn-dy-75 1036.6[1760.8]
bio-yd-max
627.2[399.1]
dist
696.7[670.2]
ada-yd-tanh
782.0[600.8]
dyn-dy-75
827.4[869.2]
ada-yd-lin
971.4[893.9]
dyn-dy
1012.3[1086.3]
ada-dyb
1017.0[909.3]
com-ydb
1033.9[1350.3]
dyn-dby
1056.8[1262.2]
dyn-sby
1060.3[1000.3]
bp
90.3[111.8]
dyn-yd
105.5[150.4]
dyn-ybd
114.4[176.8]
ada-yd-tanh
140.5[220.6]
ada-ys-sig
148.7[143.0]
dyn-ys
158.5[224.8]
ada-yd-sig
162.9[186.4]
bio-yd-min
163.2[213.6]
lcb
170.1[213.1]
dyn-ybs
193.6[201.5]

TABLE IV
Experimental parameters for SARS-CoV-2 transmission control
Budget
Number of node
Cores per node
Simulation duration
Population size
Number of children per cycle
Number of simulation per cycle
Number of prediction per cycle
Number of discarding per cycle
Number of layers
Activation function
Number of neurons per layer
Dropout probability
Training
Training set

30 minutes
1
18 Intel Xeon Gold 5220
12 seconds on 1 core
126
252
nsim = 96
30
126
2
tanh
256
0.05
incremental
252 last simulations

beginning, exploration at the end and a trade-off
between both at the middle of the search is beneficial.
The distance measure seems to produce better uncertainty information than prediction variance. Similarly to the benchmark experiments, no surrogate
calibration is dedicated to obtain a reliable prediction
variance.

TABLE V
ECs classification according to the mean best number of deaths
(25 independent replications) on the SARS-CoV-2 transmission
control problem.
EC
dyn-dby
no surrogate
bio-yd-max
dyn-dy-25
dyn-sby
dist
dyn-sy-25
var
bio-ys-max
bp

mean number of deaths
13936
15025
16073
16474
16586
17229
17579
19262
20373
23265

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND P ERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we tackle the challenge of balancing exploitation and exploration in a SurrogateAssisted Evolutionary Algorithm by designing ensemble strategies of Evolution Controls. Evolution
Controls are mechanisms dedicated to determine
whether to simulate, predict or discard new candidate
solutions. Each of them consequently carries its own
degree of exploitation and exploration.
According to the experimental outcomes, the dynamic ensemble strategy that favors exploration at
the beginning of the search and exploitation at the
end of the search appears to be the best among
the set of Evolution Controls considered. In particular, dynamic ensemble strategies outperform famous
scalarized Evolution Controls from the literature such
as the so-called Expected Improvement. Moreover,
this strategy successfully improves the results of a
traditional Evolutionary Algorithm on a problem of
SARS-CoV-2 Transmission Control.
During the search, the Evolutionary Algorithm
dynamically identifies a favorable region that tends
to become narrower and narrower. From the surrogate prediction accuracy’s point of view, it seems
convenient to promote exploration at the beginning
of the search and, on the contrary, to promote exploitation at the end of the search. By the results, the
dynamic ensemble strategy we proposed successfully
switches from exploration-promotion to exploitationpromotion during the search.
The main drawback of the dynamic ensemble strategy is the need for the user to define the switching
frequency between the Evolution Controls involved in
the ensemble. To alleviate this drawback, an adaptive
ensemble strategy based on rewards and a committee
ensemble strategy were proposed. Development of
such parameter-free strategies remains challenging
as their versions proposed in this study do not
improve the experimental results generated by the

dynamic ensemble strategy. Our future efforts will
be dedicated to improve the adaptive ensemble by
incorporating the uncertainty information into the
surrogate prediction error. The committee ensemble
strategy will be reviewed by integrating weights to
mitigate or amplify the importance of each Evolution
Control. An automatic mechanism will be designed
to update the weights during the search.
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